Cognitive reserve: the evolution of the conceptual framework
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Abstract

Brain and Cognitive reserve concept is a theoretical general framework introduced to explain individual differences to withstand brain damages. Several behavioural and neuroimaging studies support the evidence that lifestyles act on brain plasticity modulating the impact of neurological insults. However, once that AD is clinically evident, the protective benefits of premorbid experience are assumed to be substantially decreased. This review presents an overview of the principal literature focused on reserve mechanisms. The evolution of the conceptual framework is considered, passing from brain and cognitive to neural reserve’s hypothesis. Interactions between reserve mechanisms and AD-related biomarkers are reported. In particular this review is focussed on the neuroimaging (MRI) studies. MRI provides the opportunity to investigate in vivo structural and functional brain changes. Several studies reported here assessed the impact of reserves on brain resilience. Literature supports the hypothesis that reserves impact on neurodegenerative process in the early phase of AD. Moreover, studies fit with the existence of a "neural reserve", characterised by specific neural networks and their efficiency. It remains to be demonstrated whether interventions later in life can modulate this brain resilience.

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of cognitive decline in west world’s population [1]. It is a neurodegenerative disorder that typically presents with an isolated memory deficit, followed by a progressive accumulation of cognitive disabilities until conversion to dementia [1]. However, it is becoming increasingly clearer that there is a non-linear relationship between the extent of brain tissue damage and the resulting patients’ clinical outcome [2,3].

To account for these apparent inconsistencies between brain tissue damage and clinical manifestations, it has been introduced the concept of “reserve” [2,3]. The concept of a reserve’s capacity of the brain appeared for the first time in 1940, when unknown Authors stated that reserve’s tissue was highly available in many organs of body including the brain [4]. According with this view, pathological lesions in the brain resulted in an extensive destruction of nervous tissue with a little derangement of function [4]. In the last thirty years reserve’s concept has experienced several modifications.

In the traditional framework two different mechanisms were postulated for reserves: the brain reserve (BR) and the cognitive reserve (CR). BR referred to differences in brain size and other quantitative aspects of the brain (e.g. amount of neurons or synapses) that explain differential susceptibility to functional impairment in presence of pathology or neurological insult [5]. This concept arose by the observation that prevalence of dementia is lower in individuals with larger brains [6–8]. The BR implied a passive model of reserve, suggesting that the brain tolerates more accumulation of neuropathology before it reaches a critical threshold for the appearance of clinical symptoms [5]. Nevertheless, the CR implied the differences in cognitive processes as a function of lifetime intellectual activities and other environmental factors that explain the non-linear relationship between the severity of patients’ brain damage and the correspondent clinical symptoms. The CR suggested that the brain actively copes with brain damage by using the pre-existing cognitive processes or by enlisting compensatory mechanisms [3,9]. The CR model hypothesised that cognitive processes are crucial for explaining individual’s differences despite equal brain changes or pathology [10]. Cognitive processes consist of differences in cognitive efficiency, capacity or flexibility resulting from life experiences.

Stern and co-workers [11] addressed the concept of CR in a study on AD incidence. Analysing data from a large cohort of non-demented individuals, the Authors assumed that AD pathology slowly develops over time independently of CR, and that the pathology begins many years before the onset of clinically diagnosed AD. Individuals with greater reserves should be able to tolerate AD pathology better than those with lower CR levels. As a consequence, AD onset should be delayed in subjects with high reserve. However, in subjects with high CR cognitive decline is faster after the inflection point (Figure 1). A neuropathological study showed that CR is more able than BR to withstand neurodegeneration [8]. Indeed, individuals with high CR (as measured by education) and low BR (as measured by head size) developed dementia less than subjects with low CR and low BR [8]. During the last years, emerged that the CR relied on current neural activity to explain functional differences, suggesting that neuronal
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activity is modelled by cognitive, social and physical activities experienced during life. This conceptualization introduced a new way to concept the reserve’s mechanisms, based on the integrity of functional brain networks, rather than on the brain structure. Therefore, more recently, together with the CR, the “neural reserve” concept has been proposed [5]. Neural reserve involves cognitive networks’ efficiency and it provides the neural basis of CR. Individual differences in networks’ efficiency, or the use of alternative strategies, may provide reserve against the impact of brain damage. The introduction of the neural reserve concept reduces the distance between BR and CR hypotheses, and it makes differences more nuanced [5].

Static and dynamic reserve’s indexes

Reserves can be built during life through enrichment experiences [5]. These experiences regard all aspects of the individual life. Stern hypothesized that environmental factors, such as years of formal education, occupational attainment and leisure activities, may be considered as proxy measures of CR [5]. Also cognitive performances, such as the intelligence quotient (IQ) [12], memory performances, executive functioning, have been considered as proxy measures of CR [5]. More recently, reserve indexes have been categorised as static and dynamic proxy measure [13-16]. Years of formal education, occupational attainment, pre-morbid IQ and leisure activities pursued during childhood-adolescence and early adulthood life period, have been considered static measures, because they are not directly able to capture the individual cognitive changes. Conversely, memory performances and executive functioning have been considered as dynamic measure because they reflect directly cognitive measure [13-16].

However, among all static CR measures, education is considered the most relevant factor impacting on brain resilience [5,17]. Indeed, it has been stated that education may influence the development of AD in several ways. Education may induce an increase of synaptic density in the neocortex, causing a delay in the AD onset [18]. Obviously, the deterioration occurs independently of education, but the educational level may reflect cognitive capacity that allow to delay the clinical symptoms of AD, which does not become evident until the deterioration reaches a more severe degree. As a consequence, more AD pathology is needed to cause dementia in patients with higher educational level [5] (Figure 1). In addition, education could also be considered as a socializing process, promoting learning strategies, encouraging the development of divergent thinking and enabling the individual to perform more competently on cognitive demand [19]. Moreover, education appears to be an important environmental experience that may enhance neural connectivity as well as the propensity to engage in mentally stimulating activities throughout life [20]. Finally, education may improve the intellectual approach to life events [21], which can lead to lifelong mental stimulation and an enhanced activation of the brain regions involved in cognitive processing [21].

Several studies showed a decreased risk of developing AD in individuals employed in highly mentally demanding occupation [11,22,23]. Conversely, individuals without a lifetime occupation showed an increased risk of AD [24]. Evans and co-workers [22] showed that subjects with lower socioeconomic status, computed considering education, occupational attainment and income, had a higher risk of developing AD. Also Stern et al. [11] suggested that the risk of developing AD was stronger in subjects with both low education and low lifetime attainment, supporting a synergic effect of education and occupation.

Previous studies reported that high level of leisure activities performed during life whether cognitive, social and also physical; reduce the risk of developing dementia [5,25-27]. The following leisure activities are considered “reserve-builders”:

1) Cognitive activities, such as reading books, reading magazines and newspapers, producing art (e.g., painting, poetry, sculpture, song writing), produce non-artistic writing (e.g., diary, newsletter, etc.), attending lectures or organized discussions [5,25,27,28],

2) Social activities, such as playing structured games (e.g., cards, board games, crossword puzzles, etc.), participating in hobbies (e.g., gardening, model building, sewing, etc.), volunteering, entertaining friends or relatives [5,25,27,28].

3) Physical activities, such as running, trekking, swimming, biking, skiing, dancing, yoga, etc [5,25,27,28]. In addition, healthy life styles, such as Mediterranean diet, responsible drinking, limiting caffeine, nicotine and avoids big-meals, sleep hygiene, etc., are considered important reserve-enhancing factors. Several articles showed that patients with AD usually had few hobbies and were less involved in psychosocial activities during their lifetime [29-32]. Individuals engaged in frequent cognitive activities such as reading, watching television or card playing were less likely to develop AD than subjects with infrequent activities [30]. More recently, an increased risk to develop AD in amnestic MCI (a-MCI) patients with low CR level was shown, by using a comprehensive questionnaire investigating cognitive, social, physical leisure activities, education and occupation [27]. In addition, this study revealed that a-MCI patients with high CR and high baseline general cognitive efficiency (as measured by MMSE), showed a significant difference in the survival’s time compared to patients with high CR but low baseline MMSE. Specifically, patients with high CR and high baseline MMSE remained AD-free for 21 months respect to those high CR and low baseline MMSE. Conversely, no difference in the survival’s time was found in a-MCI patients with low CR and different level of baseline cognitive efficiency. Moreover, a longitudinal study in a large cohort of elderly showed that enriched cognitive life styles both reduced the risk of cognitive decline and improved the recovery of cognitive functions in the early stage of neurodegenerative diseases [33].

Figure 1. This figure illustrates the different clinical AD onset according with low and high CR levels. In particular, in patients with high CR the onset of dementia is postponed compared to those with low CR [3]. See text for further details.

Abbreviations: AD= Alzheimer’s disease; CR= cognitive reserve
aging was also found, supporting the hypothesis that more stimulating environments preserve cognitive ability later in life [34]. However, the combination of different measures of CR (such as education, occupation and cognitive lifestyle) was found more sensitive to reduce the AD risk, with respect to the different CR proxies separately [25].

However, the above-mentioned static measures have been recently considered as imprecise and few sensitive. Indeed, all these measures are not able to assess specifically the changes in patient’s cognition, and they may relate to cognitive performance for reasons other than the reserve mechanisms [13]. For instance the same level of education or of occupational attainment does not reflect the same experience in all individuals [13]. Reed and co-workers [13] proposed the concept of dynamic CR, measured in terms of changes in memory functions. Zahodne and colleagues [14,15] and Serra and co-workers [16] extended the concept of dynamic CR. These studies quantified CR as residual variance of memory scores, after accounting for demographical and brain damage variables. The residual method is in line with a definition of CR [13] as discrepancy between observed performance and expected level of performance. Therefore, individuals who perform better than predicted show positive residual score. It means that they have high CR. Conversely, subjects who perform worse than predicted show negative residual score and they have low CR. The residual variable (expressing the CR) differs from the observed score (in this case quantified as memory performance) because any variance related to demographics, brain damage and cognitive efficiency was ruled out, in addition to error. To conceptualize CR in terms of residual variance of memory functions made the CR’s concept more flexible and manageable to cognitive changes. However, Serra and co-workers [16] have recently shown that indices of dynamic CR that strip off any contribution of general cognitive abilities to retain exclusively memory processes are not able to identify the conversion to AD efficiently. The integrity of memory function is not sufficient to withstand neurodegeneration [16]. By contrast, the ability to use synergistically the different cognitive functions is protective against the conversion to AD. Using CR measures limited to assess only memory function is likely less sensitive to detect the cognitive decline and to predict patients’ conversion [16]. According with this hypothesis dynamic CR needs a measure of general cognition to identify AD conversion efficiently. However, a dynamic concept of CR fits better than the more “static” measures based on education or lifestyle indicators with the cognitive changes due to aging and neurodegeneration.

The interaction between reserves and AD-related biomarkers

Reserve’s mechanisms cannot act independently from others biomarkers to cope the effect of AD neuropathology. Previous studies showed several significant interaction effects between levels of CR, CSF-biomarkers (β-amyloid and tau levels), genetic AD-like phenotype (APOE status), brain atrophy and the risk to develop the clinical symptoms of AD [27,35-38]. In particular, Jack and co-workers [35] showed that people with a high risk of cognitive impairment due to AD pathophysiological processes, have both APOE, and low CR levels. On the contrary, individuals with low genetic AD risk and high CR levels better withstand AD pathology and, therefore, maintain longer normal cognitive functions. An interaction between CR, tau and phosphorylated tau (p-tau), but not β-amyloid levels, was demonstrated [37]. However, also an additive, rather than interacting, effect was reported for CR levels and AD biomarkers [39].

CSF biomarkers are increasingly used in clinical settings, but they requires invasive procedures. In parallel, quantitative neuroimaging is gaining an increasingly central role in the management and the understanding of neurodegenerative dementia. In clinical settings, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging allows to detect patterns of hypometabolism suggestive for specific forms of neurodegenerative dementia [40], while ligands to specific neurobiological substrates, such as the deposition of beta-amyloid plaques [41] or intra-neuronal accumulation of tau-proteins [42], have further increased the potential of detecting specific pathological brain abnormalities in vivo.

Several neuroimaging studies have provided in vivo evidences that lifestyle acts on brain organization, confirming both BR and CR concepts. For instance, Garibotto and coworkers [43], using FDG-PET, showed positive correlation between CR measures (as education, and occupation) and cholinergic activity in the bilateral hippocampus and in the right posterior cingulate gyrus, both in AD and MCI patients. The Authors affirmed that the significant correlation found between cholinergic activity, in structures traditionally involved in memory, and CR proxies, suggests that BR in AD is associated with a preserved/stimulated cholinergic neurotransmission [43].

Recently, other studies showed a significant association between CR proxies, β-amyloid levels measured in CSF, and FDG-PET metabolism, in patients with preclinical AD [44,45]. In AD patients Aβ-carriers, higher education was associated with an altered metabolism, as measured by FDG-PET, suggesting that CR plays a compensatory function to sustain cognitive ability in presence of early AD pathology [44,45]. An association between FDG-PET metabolism in the temporoparietal cortex and high CR levels was observed also in MCI converters compared to MCI non-converters and controls [46]. Similar results were found also in prodromal AD [47].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is less expensive and non-invasive, making it an attractive alternative to nuclear medicine. In particular, quantitative MRI is able to detect non-invasively a range of tissue parameters, which are believed to reflect various pathophysiological aspects of brain damage, which may play different roles at different disease stages.

Several structural neuroimaging studies provided strong evidence of the relationship between CR levels and brain resilience. In particular, by using voxel-based morphometry (VBM), AD patients with high CR (measured as years of formal education) showed significant grey matter atrophy in the entorhinal cortex and in the temporal pole, while less educated AD patients showed widespread atrophy in the supramarginal gyrus, posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus [36]. Moreover, an association between GM volumes and reasoning abilities was found according to the CR levels. Another study [48] showed that education counteracts the effect of hippocampal atrophy, but of cerebrovascular disease as well in patients with AD. Similarly, Brickman and co-workers [49] provided evidence that healthy elderly with high CR suffered from a severe white matter damage compared with those low CR, suggesting that they need to accumulate more neuropathology to show a lower level of cognitive efficiency. More recently, a significant higher risk for AD conversion was showed in a-MCI patients with higher CR levels (compared to those with low CR level) and white matter lesions in associative fasciculi [27]. Brain structural damage measured in terms of cortical thickness has been correlated to different levels of CR [50,51]. In particular, MCI patients that could convert to AD 6-12 months later, showed low CR levels and significant reduced cortical thickness at baseline, as compared to non-convertor MCI [50]. More recently, Serra and co-workers [16] showed in patients with a-MCI, a different association between regional GM volumes and different measures of dynamic CR, one including memory and general cognitive efficiency.
scores (LT<sup>1st</sup>) and one including memory score only (d-CR). In particular, GM volumes change in the anterior (ACC)/posterior (PCC) cingulate cortex, in the left hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus was found to be associated with all used dynamic CR measures. The common brain areas observed were likely involved both in the memory and in the more general cognitive efficiency processes [16]. Conversely, GM volumes change in the precuneus associated with the index including memory and general cognitive efficiency (LT<sup>1st</sup>), confirming the role played by the precuneus in the general cognitive abilities [16], and highlighting the presence of compensative mechanisms that allow the a-MCI patients with high CR to cope better with neurodegenerative process [16]. Moreover, the index expressing only the memory process (d-CR) associated specifically with the middle anterior cingulate cortex (pm-ACC), with the superior frontal gyrus bilaterally, with the right orbitofrontal cortex and with the right superior temporal gyrus. The pm-ACC has been found to relate with a rapid cognitive response not reflecting the correctness of the response but the cognitive activation only. Nevertheless the right orbitofrontal cortex is typically related to the go-no-go tasks and atrophy in this brain area may be lead to the inhibition deficits. The Authors hypothesised that the patients reaching positive values in the d-CR index (and consequently high CR) showed more cognitive promptness, but not necessary more accuracy in the response (as typically observed in patients with low CR). More interesting, although The Authors did not perform a statistical formal comparison of the association between GM volume and the dynamic CR scores between a-MCI and healthy elderly (HE), a qualitative analysis revealed that LT<sup>1st</sup> was mainly associated, in both groups, with the volume of PCC/precuneus and ACC. Conversely the residual score (expressing the d-CR) was mainly associated with the volume of the most anterior portion of ACC (Figure 2). These overlapping results confirm that the integrity of the cingulate cortex is crucial for cognitive efficiency.

Resting-state fMRI (RS-fMRI) allows investigating functional brain networks and assessing functional connectivity between different brain areas. Relationship between CR and brain networks, which are the closest representations we can obtain of neural reserve in vivo, have been assessed in several studies. RS-fMRI data can be analysed using different methodological approaches, both by using regions of interest (RoI) and by using whole-brain analyses.

Bozzali and co-workers [38], by using a RoI-based RS-fMRI approach, showed that CR modulated the functional connectivity in the posterior cingulate cortex, whose disconnection with the temporal lobes is known to be critical for the conversion from MCI to AD. This effect was highly significant in AD patients, less evident in patients with MCI, and totally absent in healthy subjects [38]. The Authors hypothesised that CR effects observed in patients were primarily the result of neural compensation (i.e., compensatory resources recruited to cope with brain change) rather than neural reserve (i.e., pre-existing resources determining individual performance in the absence of pathology) [5,38].

An other promising technique is based on the whole-brain analysis driven by graph theory [52,53], a mathematical approach that describes complex systems as networks [52,53]. In simple words, the brain is conceptualized as a number of regions (nodes) that are functionally connected to each other by edges, and whose importance and efficiency within the whole network is determined by their functional specialization (i.e., segregation) and integration. In this view, some nodes are more critical (i.e., centrality) for information processing (efficiency in information transferring) and are called "hubs". Abnormal connectivity between "hubs" is believed to cause more deficits than that between peripheral nodes [52,53]. Recently, Serra and co-workers [16], showed connectivity differences between high and low CR only in a-MCI patients, by using the graph theory [52,53]. In particular, participants with high CR showing a significant increase of connectivity in a network involving mainly fronto-parietal nodes. Conversely, they showed significantly decreased connectivity in a network involving fronto-temporo-cerebellar nodes. These findings supported the hypothesis that CR impacts on neurodegenerative process in the early phase of AD only. In addition, results fit with the existence of a "neural reserve", characterised by specific neural networks and their efficiency.

Conclusions

Literature supports the existence of reserve mechanisms that withstand neuropathology. Brain, cognitive and more recently, neural reserve have been documented using different approaches. Interactions between reserve and several biomarkers have been proved. Therefore, it is becoming clearer that healthy lifestyles impact on brain networks. Cognitive functioning and its efficiency in the presence of AD pathology reflect the efficiency of these networks. It remains to be demonstrated whether interventions later in life can modulate brain resilience. Several studies assessing the influence of different proxies of CR on the clinical manifestation of AD indicate that cognitive function is dynamic, rather than static [20]. This is congruent with the "use or lose it" paradigm [54]. According with Hultsch and co-workers [54] cognitive processes are considered modifiable also by exercise and experience, rather than innate factors. In this view, structural and functional brain changes are driven by the exposition to stimuli promoting learning and reinforcing the exiting neuronal connections [5]. In order to sustain the brain plasticity, and therefore to maintain the CR, cognitive rehabilitation in patients with early stage of AD can be considered a promising therapeutic target. This perspective assumes that a mentally stimulating lifestyle modifies the routes used by the brain to perform successfully a cognitive function. As a consequence, an intensive mental training might provide a greater resilience to cope.
with neuronal damage, likely providing alternative cognitive strategies or recruiting different brain networks [5].

Currently there is a rich literature on cognitive rehabilitation in AD patients [55], but there are no several studies that explore directly the effect of CR on cognitive outcome after rehabilitation. Olazaran and co-workers [56] only, investigating both AD and MCI patients, found better cognitive outcomes after cognitive stimulations in patients with low, compared with those with high educational level. This surprising result is likely due to the fact that in patients with high CR is needed accumulate more AD neuropathology to show some clinical symptoms of patients with low CR. The Authors [56] concluded that patients with high CR were less able to learn new generalizable strategies useful to improve cognitive performances. However, further studies assessing relationship between different CR levels and non-pharmacological treatments seem to be necessary and desirable in the immediate future.
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